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41st Annual Conference of the Latin American Association of Aeronautical and Space Law & 10th International Congress in Air Law

are convened under the theme

EU AND LATIN AMERICA FACING CHALLENGES OF AIR LAW, Organized by the Lazarski University in Warsaw (Poland) and the Latin American Association of Aeronautical and Space Law, ALADA.

COMMISSION OF HONOUR:
Prof Marek Żylicz - Profesor emérito de Derecho Aéreo – Emeritus Professor of Air Law.
Prof. Mario O. Folchi - Presidente de ALADA – President of ALADA

ORGANIZATION COMMISSION:
President: Anna Konert – Attornet at Law, Director, Air and Space Law Institute, Lazarski University, Warsaw.
María Jesús Guerrero Lebrón - Pablo de Olavide University, Seville, Spain and Correspondent Member of ALADA.
Julian Rotter - Deputy Director, Air and Space Law Institute, Lazarski University, Warsaw.
Agnieszka Fabianowicz - Administrative Secretary, Lazarski University.
Marta Cabrera - Administrative Secretary of ALADA.

SCIENTIFIC COMMISSION:
Rosario Espinosa Calabuig - Profesora Titular de Derecho Internacional Privado, Universidad de Valencia, España.
Marina Donato - Secretaria General de ALADA, Ex-Profesora de la Universidad de Buenos Aires.
Irene Nadal Gómez - Profesora Titular de Derecho Procesal, Universidad de Islas Baleares, España.
Agnieszka Kunert-Diallo – Lawyer, Legal Department LOT, Warsaw.
Prof. Marek Zylicz - Profesor emérito de Derecho Aéreo.
AGENDA

Wednesday 21.06.2017

9:00 – 9:30 Registration
9:30 – 10:00 Welcome addresses

10:15 – 11:30

Moderator: Jorge Alvarez Méndez, Vice-President ALADA.

The heads of recoverable damages in aviation injury and death cases Edyta Michalak, Partner MMM Legal, Warsaw.

Legal protected property in the Air transport contract -Miguel Mena Ramírez - President, Peruvian National Section of ALADA.

Liability in Air Transport in Code-sharing and the good faith objective principle - Marco Fabio Morsello - Plenary Member of ALADA and Professor, Sao Paulo University, Brazil.

Insurance profiles on RPAS's activity - Massimiliano Piras - Correspondent Member of ALADA and Professor, Cagliari University, Italy.

An actual accident in Latin America - Alejandro Piera - Partner in Guanes, Heisecke & Piera and Plenary Member of ALADA

Air Transport passenger injuries: who must be compensated - Horacio N. Balián – Plenary Member of ALADA, Argentina.

11:00 – 11:15 - Coffee break

11:15 – 14:00
Panel II - Safety Regulations in Europe And Latin America

Moderator: Piotr Kasprzyk, Partner K&K Aviation Lawyers, Warsaw.

Latest development in Spanish Air Accident Investigations - María Jesús Guerrero Lebrón - Pablo de Olavide University, Seville, Spain and Correspondent Member of ALADA.


Data protection in Safety and Latin America regulatory challenges - Horacio Knobel - Argentine Plenary Member of ALADA and Director, International Treaties, Argentine Civil Aviation Administration.

Airport Safety and Security and the Low-cost Air Transport - Gustavo Lupetti - Director, Legal Affairs, AA2000 S.A., Corporate Member of ALADA, Argentina.

18:00 Welcome reception Wardynski & Partners
09:00 – 11:00

Panel III - Competition Law

**Moderator:** Pawel Mazur - Partner, Wardynski and Partners, Warsaw.

**Nationality requirements and market access in the EU** - Laura Pierallini - Partner, Studio Pierallini/LUISS University of Rome

**Air Cargo Cartel in Europe** - María Victoria Petit Lavall - Correspondent Member of ALADA and Professor, Jaume I University, Castellón, Spain.

**Public funding of EU airports and recent case law** - Anna Masutti - Partner in LS Lexjus Sinacta and Professor, Bologna University, Italy.

**Air and Airport Competition** - Isabel Fernández Torres - Correspondent Member of ALADA and Vicerector, Madrid Complutense University.

**Competition conditions in European Air Transport** - María Belén González Fernández – Malaga University, Spain.

11:30 – 11:45 - Coffee break

11:45 – 14:00

Panel IV - Space Law

**Moderator:** Stephan Hobe, Director, Institute of Air and Space Law, University of Cologne, Germany

**New approaches on Aeronautical and Space Law Teaching** - Julián Hermida - Argentine Plenary Member of ALADA and Professor, Algoma University, Canada.

**Business in Space: Present and future** - María José Morillas Jarillo - Professor, Carlos III University, Madrid.

**Self-regulation of space debris** - Marco Ferrazzani, European Space Agency.
09:00 – 11:00
Panel V - International Legal Framework Of Travel Packages
Moderator: Roxana Corbrán - President IV of ALADA and President, Uruguayan National Section of ALADA.

The Tour Operator Liability in Travel Packages - Orlando Natiello - Argentine Plenary Member of ALADA.

The EU Directive 2015/2302 on Packages and its related touristic services - Alessandro Zampone, Correspondent Member of ALADA and Professor, Rome University La Sapienza, Italy.

Legal profiles of Travel Packages and the UE2015/2302 Directive - Michele Comenale Pinto - Vicepresident III of ALADA and Professor, Sassari University, Italy.

Travel packages offered by low-cost airlines - Giovanni Pruneddu - Correspondent Member of ALADA and Scholar, University of Sassari, Italy.

Airline Liability and the European Legal Framework on Travel Packages - Juan Ignacio Peinado Gracia - Correspondent Member of ALADA and Professor, University of Malaga, Spain.

The new European law on Travel contract - Luca Ancis - Correspondent Member of ALADA and Cagliari University, Italy.

11:00 – 11:15 - Coffee break

11:15 – 14:00
Panel VI - Emissions Rights And Environmental Protection.
Moderator: Vincent Correia – Paris South University, France.

The Role of ICAO in the Regulations of Aviation Emissions - Agnieszka Kunert-Diallo - LOT, Warsaw.

ICAO and Aviation Emissions - Norberto Luongo - Plenary Member of ALADA and Argentina Representative to ICAO Council.

European Court of Human Rights: decisions on airport pollution - Sorana Pop - Aeronautical Inspector in Romanian CAA.

Panel VII - Draft Of Latin American Aeronautical Code
Moderator: Leopoldo Tullio - Member of Honor, ALADA and “La Sapienza” University, Rome.

Marina Donato - Secretaria General de ALADA - Secretary General of ALADA.

General Information

Congress and ALADA Assembly shall take place in:
Lazarski University - room 130
43 Swieradowska street. 02-662 Warsaw.

The Meeting and Congress Secretary is
Agnieszka Fabianowicz
a.fabianowicz@lazarski.edu.pl
Tel: +48 22 5435314

Inscription Fee

Members of ALADA and of the Iberoamerican Institute of Aeronautical and Space Law and Commercial Aviation (with written accreditation):

Members: u$s 150. Companions: u$s 100.
Other Members: u$s 250. Companions: u$s 150.

All inscriptions must be formalized through the Administrative Secretary of ALADA Ms.
Marta Cabrera
Arroyo 950, 6o.piso “A”. 1007 Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Telefaxes: (54-11) 4394-9430 or 4327-0611.
Email: sec@alada.org
info@alada.org